Frank B. Riley to Address Students On Monday Night

Nationally Known Lecturer Will Give Illustrated Lecture On Great Northwest

Everyone is cordially invited by the Carnegie Foundation to attend an illustrated lecture by Mr. Frank B. Riley, nationally known traveling lecturer, in room 234 Monday evening at 7:00 o'clock. The subject of Mr. Riley's address is to be "The Scenery of the Great Northwest."

He will illustrate it with motion pictures, and also a number of colored lantern slides.

As proving Mr. Riley's status as a speaker and representative of the Combined Professional Societies can assure the students, faculty, staff, employees, and their friends a very worthwhile evening. Mr. Riley, who is a native of Oregon and Idaho, and is an ardent booster for the Great Northwest, has spoken before the Professional Societies twice in past years, and he has addressed the City Club and other Boston organizations.

By profession the speaker of the evening is a lecturer and also an attorney. He is a Graduate of the Columbia College of Expression of Chicago, 1905, and received his B.A. at Stanford, 1906; studied at the Harvard Law School, 1907-08, and Harvard University, 1912. He has also studied and traveled in the Philippines and the United States at Blaine, Washington.

Mr. Riley is the author of two books on the subject of the Northwest, and his articles have appeared in a number of prominent magazines and newspapers. He has also been a lecturer and also a lawyer.

The THE TECH BOOK LIST
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NORT MAGNOLIA

By Ethel Streetr Taylor. New York. E. P. Dutton and Company, 1927.$1.50. It is very interesting to note that the price of the books is $1.50 per copy.

Leigh was young, just out of her teens, and the wisdom he had already passed her majority. That is, he had been married for over two years, and had lived all that time in the light of the habits of life. But fate had not been kind to her, for her wanderings in the warmth of the southern sunbeams led her young blue days into the strangehaunts of love.

The plot, though, is reduced to a certain part of this novel of southern homes and leisure days is the name of the book. "NORT MAGNOLIA." It is the story of a young man, Mr. Taylor, whose sister, in her first extended literary effort, a hillbilly is in charge, a character portrait to display her talents. The result is a picture of the novel's setting, the character of the people, the people of the area. The people are not only simply notable. This is the life of the people, the people of the area. The people are not only simply notable. This is the life of the people, the people of the area. The people are not only simply notable. This is the life of the people, the people of the area.
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You will need some nice clothes for spring which are not at all indicated now while the assortment is in

STAFF or order, $20 to $85

TOP COATS, ready to wear (our own work) $30 to $85

Burke & Co.

Retail.
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They say D-A- is the world's largest seller

I DON'T doubt it, nor do I wonder why. Just open a tidy red tin and get that full fragrance of Nature's noblest gift to pipe-smokers. Then tuck a load in the old-fashioned end-of-your-juvenile-pipe.

Now you've got it—that taste—that Lead-water, Gee-how-I-like-it taste! Cool as a condition. Sweet as making it up. Mellow and satisfying. Try this mild, long-burning tobacco, Fellows. I know you'll like it.

PRINCE ALBERT

— the national joy smoke

© 1928, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

You can pay more, but you can't get more in satisfaction.

Edgeworth

Extra High Grade smoking tobacco

Lured by Aroma of Neighbor's Tobacco

Loom & Dow Co., Richmond, Va.

This morning I was a smoking sensation at the ground floor of the smoking car, which was puffing its pipe contentedly. I wasn't smoking at the moment, and the smell of it was quite captivating.

For twenty years I had smoked Big Mouth without being temptsed by any other tobacco, but the fragrance emanating from the pipes of my neighbors was so agreeable that I could not resist the temptation to smell it.

"That is wonderfully fragrant tobacco you have there," I remarked. "Would you mind telling me the name of it?" I am Edgeworth," he answered.

We then congratulated each other upon our mutual good tastes, and decided that I would continue to use his brand and name.

Simply yours,

R.B.